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Computer Science 135: Diving into the Deluge of Data

Contact Information: Bill Jannen
  Email: jannen@cs.williams.edu
  Office: Thompson Physics Laboratory 204
  Phone: 413.597.2309

Course Information
  Classroom: Thompson Biology 202
  Lecture Time: MWF: 11.00-11.50
  Labs Due: Friday at 10.00
  Office Hours: Tuesday 14.30-16.30, Wednesday 12.30-13.30
  Personal Website: www.cs.williams.edu/~jannen
  Course Website: www.cs.williams.edu/~cs135
Course Tenets

- Computing and computers are not magical.
- Computing, its tools, and its ideas are accessible to everyone provided they work hard and have an open mind.
- Programming requires practice; programming well requires significant practice.
- Computer science provides a language in which to think about and describe problems and their solutions; that language has practical import almost everywhere.
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- git
- python